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Sir Edmond Halley’s life table of 1693
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Main issues in today’s AI:
From scarce and expensive data to abundant cheap data
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- cheap projections (weather, customer profiles – the supercomputers that 
forecast weather are expensive, consume a lot of power and take a lot of time 
to carry out their calculations -> AI could and does speed up things without any 
meaningful dip in accuracy)

- needles from a haystack (proteins, antibiotics like halicin and abaucin, material 
science with a huge number of possible compounds – just as a large language 
model can generate fluent sentences by predicting the next best word in a 
sequence, generative molecular models are able to build molecules, atom by 
atom, bond by bond)

 and when something gets cheaper, it is utilised a lot more



Use of AI today in insurance
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- most (but not all!) examples related to making sales processes more efficient or 
streamlining claims management

- maybe understandable, as in b2c contracts in general insurance admin costs are 
tens of per cents of the premium

- we could reach razor thin margins with novel technology, which would make risk 
sharing more efficient and bring new hitherto uninsurable risks into the domain 
of insurability

- in the meantime this could also mean cherry-picking: those good at AI can keep 
current premiums with efficient AI and earn a lot (and also target clients whose 
risks are smaller than average) – possibly good at creating the push to better 
use of technology



Where are actuaries?
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- have we identified actuarial problems that have remained 
impossible until now but would be within reach with AI?

- are we too much top-down actuaries –
we have a theory/model in our mind and 
we want to fit it to our data – AI can find 
tentative theories/models from data –
should we be somewhat more 
bottom-up actuaries?



Where AI can help us
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- whereas AI might be useful to help fill in gaps in knowledge, the 
models still struggle to push beyond the edges of what is already 
known – AI is good at interpolation but less so at extrapolation

- AI can help us by using an LLM to comb through the mountains of 
research literature and summarise the important articles much 
faster than any human could



Where is AI going to?
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- Eye-watering costs of training and running more powerful models is 
forcing model-builders to become more efficient. 
Faced with this, for instance, OpenAI is not yet 
training its next big model GPT-5, but GPT-4.5 
instead, a more efficient version of its current 
leading product. 

- High computing costs have also encouraged the 
proliferation of much smaller models, which are 
trained on specific data to do specific things



Not so cheap data after all
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- All these models are now scrambling for data – the second force shaping the 
generative-AI industry. The biggest, such as OpenAI’s and Google’s, are 
gluttonous: they are trained on more than 1 trn words. But the internet is close 
to being exhausted

- Generative AI’s hunger for data and power makes a third ingredient more 
important still: money. Many model-makers are already turning away from 
ChatGPT-style bots for the general public, and looking instead to fee-paying 
businesses



Is this our Edmond Halley moment?
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Or our David Hilbert Moment?

Hilbert put forth the most 
influential list consisting of 23 
unsolved problems at the 
International Congress of 
Mathematicians in Paris in 1900. 
This is generally reckoned as the 
most successful and deeply 
considered compilation of open 
problems ever to be produced by 
an individual mathematician.



Where is our Hilbert stating the actuarial problems?
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- Actuaries were not ready for AI
- will we be ready for quantum computing?
- who will be the first quantum actuary, showing how some 

impossible actuarial problems could be solved in a reasonable time 
with quantum computing?
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